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Cambridge engineers invent world’s first zero emissions cement

Three Cambridge engineers, Dr Cyrille Dunant, Dr Pippa Horton and Professor Julian Allwood, have filed a patent and been awarded new research funding for their invention of the world’s first emissions-free route to recycle Portland cement.

Replacing today’s cement is one of the hardest challenges on the journey to a safe climate with zero emissions. There are many options to make cement with reduced emissions, mainly based on mixing new reactive cement (clinker) with other supplementary materials. However, until now, it has not been possible to make the reactive component of cement without emissions. The new invention achieves this for the first time within the parameters of established industrial processes.

The inspiration for Cambridge Electric Cement struck inventor Cyrille Dunant when he noticed that the chemistry of used cement is virtually identical to that of the lime-flux used in conventional steel recycling processes. The new cement is therefore made in a virtuous recycling loop, not only eliminating the emissions of cement production, but also saves raw materials, and even reduces the emissions required in making lime-flux.

The new process begins with concrete waste from demolition of old buildings. This is crushed, to separate the stones and sand that form concrete from the mixture of cement powder and water that binds them together. The old cement powder is then used instead of lime-flux in steel recycling. As the steel melts, the flux forms a slag that floats on the liquid steel, to protect it from oxygen in the air. After the recycled steel is tapped off, the liquid slag is cooled rapidly in air and ground up into a powder that is virtually identical to the clinker that is the basis of new Portland cement. In pilot-scale trials of the new process the Cambridge team have demonstrated this combined recycling process, and the results show that it has the chemical composition of a clinker made with today’s process.

The new cement was invented as part of the large multi-university UK FIRES programme led by Professor Allwood, which aims to enable a rapid transition to zero emissions based on using today’s technologies differently, rather than waiting for the new energy technologies of hydrogen and carbon storage. Invention of the cement mix was rewarded with a new research grant of £1.7m from EPSRC, to allow the inventors to collaborate with Dr Zuzhu Li at Warwick University and Dr Rupert Myers at Imperial College, to reveal the underlying science behind the new process. The new grant will fund an additional team of researchers, to probe the range of concrete wastes that can be processed into Cambridge Electric Cement, evaluate how the process interacts with steel making, and confirm the performance of the resulting material.

Professor Allwood said: “If Cambridge Electric Cement lives up to the promise it has shown in early laboratory trials, it could be a turning point in the journey to a safe future climate. Combining steel and cement recycling in a single process powered by renewable electricity could secure the supply of the basic materials of construction to support the infrastructure of a zero emissions world and enable economic development where it is most needed.”

Combining steel and cement recycling in a single process powered by renewable electricity could secure the supply of the basic materials of construction to support the infrastructure of a zero emissions world and enable economic development where it is most needed.

Professor Julian Allwood
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How targeted drug delivery technologies can help in the fight against cancer

Researchers from the Department of Engineering are working with scientists and clinicians on the development of targeted drug delivery technologies for three hard-to-treat cancers – mesothelioma, pancreatic cancer and glioblastoma (an aggressive form of brain tumour). These cancers are hard to treat because they come with their own defence mechanisms.

The researchers’ goal is to develop and validate novel drug delivery technologies to support the work of clinicians and improve survival rates for patients. The technologies can all be classified as platform technologies and are applicable to multiple cancers as well as other conditions.

The EPSRC Interdisciplinary Research Collaboration (IRC) in Targeted Delivery for Hard-to-Treat Cancers comprises five founding universities: Cambridge, Imperial College London, UCL, Glasgow and Birmingham, and more recently Nottingham, alongside several partner organisations. Survival rates for hard-to-treat cancers remain below 14%. Nine out of 10 people diagnosed with one of these specific tumours in the chest lining, pancreas and brain will succumb to the disease. This is why the IRC is developing high capacity nanoscale molecular vehicles and injectable gels, as well as implantable devices, to better target hard-to-treat cancers.

Nanoscale molecular vehicles have the aim of delivering drugs exactly where they are needed and nowhere else. They are adaptable and offer high drug carrying capacity and controlled release.

Gels that can be injected onto the surface of the brain after a tumour has been removed, gradually release anti-cancer drugs to eliminate any residual tumour cells. Combining gels and molecular vehicles enables opportunities to enhance therapies and control delivery timescales.

Implantable devices deliver high concentrations of drugs directly to tumours that are difficult to operate on.

“Having a specific clinical focus is necessary to best progress the technologies from the lab to the bedside in a timely fashion,” said Professor George Malliaras, Director of the IRC and Prince Philip Professor of Technology. “We develop materials and devices and explore their structure and properties before transitioning to models and validating processes, always driving development towards human trials.

“To this end, we engage with clinicians from the very start to map the real-life needs for technology development, what has to happen when, where the path leads, and what and where the bottlenecks and obstacles might be. In this truly interdisciplinary process, our scientists, engineers and clinicians are all adept at communicating across traditional discipline boundaries.”

Ronan Daly, Professor of Advanced Manufacturing, and his team (Research Associates Dr Niamh Fox, Dr Etienne Rognin and Dr Qingxin Zhang) from the Institute for Manufacturing (IfM), part of the Department of Engineering, are supporting all of the drug delivery technology areas through the development of simulation tools. One of these enables IRC researchers to accurately explore how a drug would diffuse in the brain and carry out experiments with great precision to consider different modes of operation for an implantable deliverable device.

Professor Daly said: “As new platform technologies are created to solve the world’s biggest challenges, we also need new infrastructures to support their development. These are the underpinning tools that help with translation. They are purpose-built to enable rapid understanding and feedback to the researchers to help with design iterations. We support the technology leaders by developing these tools so they can better predict how best to help a patient.”

Shery Huang, Professor of Bioengineering, has been working with colleagues from the Department of Clinical Neuroscience and the Department of Paediatrics on the development of a microfluidic device to perform comparative studies to understand the behaviour of patient-derived glioblastoma stem-like cells and their interactions with the blood-brain barrier.

Watch the IRC’s animation explainer: youtu.be/pZaRKmX00ok

teddy.eng.cam.ac.uk
Snapfeet is a new mobile phone app that shows how well shoes will fit based on the 3D shape of the user's foot. It also offers a simple augmented reality (AR) visualisation of what the shoes will look like on the feet.

The app technology is designed for online shoe retailers to offer to their customers, to provide accurate fitting of different styles of shoes and the opportunity to see how the shoes will look on the shopper's feet. This should lead to less footwear being returned. There is a huge cost in returns, both monetary and environmental. Many shoe retailers make very little revenue from online sales due to the high rate of returns, so this app aims to change this.

Professor Roberto Cipolla and his team Dr. James Charles and PhD student Ollie Boyne from the Machine Intelligence group have created the app working in collaboration with Giorgio Raccanelli and the team at Snapfeet.

The Snapfeet app allows the customer to wear the shoes virtually via their phone thanks to AR and find their perfect shoe fit in a few moments.

Snapfeet creates, in realtime, an accurate 3D copy of the user's feet. In a few seconds it is possible to make a 3D model of both feet, simply by taking a few mobile phone photographs from different viewpoints.

Taking the user's foot shape and comparing it to the shoe geometry, Snapfeet is then able to recommend the correct size for each type of shoe, communicating to the user the degree of comfort that can be achieved in the different parts of the foot: toe, instep, heel and sole.

Giorgio Raccanelli says: “You download the Snapfeet app, register, take a few pictures all the way around the foot, and a 3D model of the foot will appear, allowing you to immediately start shopping. The application automatically compares the three-dimensional image of the foot with the chosen shoe style, showing you how it will fit, or will directly suggest a style that is most suited to your foot shape.”

Snapfeet have their first big customers in Hugo Boss and Golden Goose.

Initially, when the user opens the app, there is a calibration phase where the user begins tracking the camera using the latest AR features on mobile phones.

The app builds upon AR technology to track the camera and calculate how far it is moving; it also detects the foot and the floor, providing a good idea of world space. As the phone moves around, certain key points of interest on the foot are detected to help determine the foot length and width, then a 3D mesh is created from these measurements and the model is laid over the user's foot in AR so the user can visually validate if it is correct.

Snapfeet allows you to adjust the model in realtime and then immediately obtain the 3D model of your foot on the phone. There are three machine learning foot algorithms in play. One is building the parameterised foot model; the second is the machine learning that recovers the parameters of the model from multi-view images as you move the phone around. The third machine learning algorithm within the app compares the 3D foot model against all the shoe shapes, or “lasts”, that the customer is interested in and will then return a size of those shoes that will best fit the user's foot. This is the virtual try on.

The algorithm will take the foot model and digitally place it inside all the shoes chosen and give you a comfort score. You are then able to render a virtual shoe onto your feet using the AR. The app also detects where the legs/trousers are so it can get the correct occlusion effect, using machine learning to capture the tracking of the foot.

The app also uses AR once it has recovered the foot shape so the user can get the “feel” of actually trying on the shoe. The AR element of the app then allows the user to see what the shoes will look like on their feet and whether they go well with a particular outfit.

A parametrised foot model and novel deep learning algorithms for recognising curves and surfaces allowed us to run the 3D reconstruction algorithm in real-time on the device.

Professor Roberto Cipolla

Motivated by a desire to make a difference and to build on his prior chemical engineering knowledge, Jabulani came to Cambridge to study for an MPhil in Engineering for Sustainable Development as part of the 2020/21 cohort. His reasons for this were threefold.

Firstly, it has become evident that in order to ensure sustainable growth within South Africa, where I am from, leaders are required to understand the multifaceted nature of solving issues caused by the country’s reliance on a predominantly coal-based grid and economy,” he said.

Secondly, individuals are needed globally who can innovate in engineering industries whilst accounting for the reality of climate change – the ticking time bomb.

“My current work involves South Africa and the ongoing energy transition, with my aim being to make a return to South Africa to aid in the implementation of this transition and further my research in the area.

“In the near future, I will gain valuable industry experience in the field of sustainable consultancy, focusing on sustainable infrastructure and operations. My goal is to continue working in the field of sustainable development, contributing my engineering expertise towards figuring out how net zero and the global decarbonisation agenda can be best implemented for the benefit of future generations.”

Making your goals a reality

Jabulani’s message to others looking to follow a similar route into engineering is clear: believe to achieve.

“To other African youth considering engineering as a field to pursue, I would say it is important to believe it is possible to achieve the goals that you set out. There are people out there and opportunities that can aid in making these goals a reality.

“Alumni Jabulani Nyathi is an engineer on a mission. Born and raised in South Africa, his commitment to sustainable development is strong. Having recently achieved a Master of Philosophy in the field, he is now involved in the ongoing energy transition in South Africa, focusing on zero and low carbon fuels – a calling close to his heart.

“A lack of resources can often seem like a massive hindrance, but I am testament that somehow things can work out (I achieved scholarships to support my undergraduate and graduate studies); it just takes a bit of courage and perseverance.”

Joining the Cambridge community

Despite studying during the COVID-19 pandemic, which presented its own challenges, Jabulani says he enjoyed his time at Cambridge.

“I look back on my time at Cambridge with gratitude for a unique experience, one that sits at the centre of knowledge creation and academia. My time at Cambridge was incredible for many reasons. Some of these include the opportunity to sing as part of the Magdalene College Choir, having the opportunity to live in one of the most beautiful places in the world, and interacting with some of the most amazing and interesting people I have ever met.

“The year was, of course, challenging due to the pandemic, but the Engineering and Sustainable Development cohort of 2020/21, along with the teaching staff, were particularly inspiring. Their knowledge and individual approaches to trying to solve the world’s most pressing challenges have had a positive impact on me.”

www.esd.mphil.eng.cam.ac.uk
Royal visit to world-leading Cambridge sustainability projects

During a visit to groundbreaking sustainability projects at the University of Cambridge earlier this year, King Charles III, then known as HRH The Prince of Wales, met with experts and practitioners from all sectors and disciplines working together to solve the world’s biggest problems.

His Majesty visited the Whittle Laboratory to see groundbreaking work hosted there on how to accelerate the transition to sustainable aviation.

He was joined by the former Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, Kwasi Kwarteng, and key figures from the aviation sector, including business and government representatives, to see both cutting-edge, zero-emission technology under development and a new global whole-system model of the aviation sector developed by the Aviation Impact Accelerator (AIA). The AIA is an industry-academia initiative started more than two years ago by a challenge from His Majesty for Cambridge to accelerate the transition towards sustainable flight. The AIA is led by the Whittle Laboratory and the Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership (CISL).

Speaking at the time, former Business Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng said: “We are determined to seize the economic opportunities of the global shift to greener aviation technologies, which will help to secure growth and thousands of jobs across the country. That is why just this week we have announced record levels of government funding for our Aerospace Technology Institute R&D programme. “It has been fantastic to accompany HRH The Prince of Wales on a visit to one of our country’s great seats of learning to discover more about some of the incredible new zero-emission technologies that are currently under development at the world-class Whittle Laboratory.”

During the event, His Majesty was introduced to the latest developments on a planned new Whittle Laboratory building, currently under development. This new site would provide facilities for rapid technology development, cutting the time to develop technologies from years to months, and act as a hub for the AIA, a global network of experts working to provide evidence-based insights to unlock system-wide change. By bringing together multidisciplinary global expertise from industry and academia, this new hub will accelerate the aviation sector towards a climate-neutral future and help sustain the UK as a leader in aviation innovation.

Professor Rob Miller, Director of the Whittle Laboratory, said: “Achieving an aviation sector with no climate impact is one of society’s biggest challenges. Solving it will require a complex combination of technology, business, human behaviour and policy. We have assembled a world-class team of academics and industry experts to take on this challenge.”

Achieving an aviation sector with no climate impact is one of society’s biggest challenges. Solving it will require a complex combination of technology, business, human behaviour and policy. We have assembled a world-class team of academics and industry experts to take on this challenge.

Professor Rob Miller

whittle.eng.cam.ac.uk

Unlocking the toughness of metamaterials could transform future mechanical design

Researchers have identified the criteria needed to develop tough and damage-tolerant mechanical metamaterials. Using experiments and numerical analysis, the team investigated the continuum theories of elastic fracture mechanics in three-dimensional architected solids.

Mechanical metamaterials are an emerging class of ultralight materials with extreme functional properties, made possible thanks to recent advances in additive manufacturing. Their potential for use in a plethora of engineering applications, particularly as structural components, owing to their simultaneous high strength at low densities, for example, has been limited due to difficulties in evaluating failure and understanding 3D metamaterials’ tolerance to damage and defects.

But now, research led by the University of Cambridge takes a new look at the fundamental concepts of fracture mechanics in truss-based architected solids and provides a framework that has the potential to be applied to any 3D metamaterial, regardless of its topology and its constituent material properties. The aim here is to aid designers with a tool to not only invent new failure resilient 3D metamaterials, but also provide an engineering methodology to design with these materials. The results are reported in the journal Nature Materials, accompanied by a news and views report also in Nature Materials.

Using cutting-edge experimental techniques, the researchers were able to generate ‘fracture mechanism maps’ that can be used by metamaterial designers to evaluate failure in different applications and assess the toughness of the metamaterial – something that has, until now, been the limiting factor in mechanical design. These ‘maps’ enable the optimised metamaterial topology to be selected, based on the desired design parameters: for example, parent material property and lattice relative density.

The design protocol we have developed will enable the selection of optimal structural metamaterials for applications ranging from battery electrodes to thermal insulation.

Dr Angkur Shaikeea, the Ashby Research Fellow in the Department of Engineering and lead author of the study, said: “The design protocol we have developed can be used to identify topologies that maximise the damage tolerance and/or fracture toughness of metamaterials. This will enable the selection of optimal structural metamaterials for applications ranging from battery electrodes to thermal insulation.”

The research, supervised by Professor Vikram Deshpande in the Cambridge Centre for Micromechanics, included collaboration with Professor Xiaoyu (Rayne) Zheng’s group at the University of California, Los Angeles, U.S.A.

Emergence of ‘fracture mechanism maps’ for the design of mechanical metamaterials
New steering tech to reduce carbon emissions of HGVs

A new low-cost and lightweight steering technology, which began life in the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL), has been funded under the DfT’s 2021 Transport Research and Innovation Grants programme.

The brake-actuated steering concept, developed by Research Associate Dr Francesco Amoruso during his PhD, controls the brakes on a trailer during cornering, allowing articulated vehicles to safely navigate in urban and rural areas. A single-axis proof-of-concept on an HGV trailer was built and successfully tested during Dr Amoruso’s PhD.

“In addition to significant improvements in manoeuvrability, the benefits of brake-actuated steering include unlocking the use of higher capacity vehicles in many urban and rural areas, improving efficiency, and reducing emissions and operating costs,” said Dr Amoruso, co-principal investigator of the project. “The system eliminates tyre wear during cornering, enabling the use of fuel-efficient tyres.”

Why the development and testing of our innovative low-cost and lightweight steering technology can help pave the way to more environmentally-friendly freight vehicles.

Professor David Cabon, Director of the Centre for Sustainable Road Freight, added: “We are delighted to have received this grant from the DfT to continue our work with industrial partners improving the productivity and environmental performance of HGVs. Trailer steering is an enabling technology that can dramatically improve HGV performance in a wide variety of application areas.”

Hidden crisis in India’s capital unveiled using satellite data

Using satellite data, researchers have found that around 100 sq km in and around Delhi have high risk of land subsidence. Groundwater extraction is causing parts of the city to sink, with the largest area experiencing subsidence just 800m away from Delhi’s international airport.

Land subsidence is a severe and often overlooked geological hazard and a widespread global problem. It can be attributed to underground extraction of minerals, oil and gas, as well as natural events such as soil compaction, earthquake, and loess deposits. According to U.S. Geological Survey, more than 80% of land subsidence across the world is due to excessive groundwater extraction. When water is extracted from aquifers, the clay between pockets of water collapse gradually, leading to land subsidence.

A study titled Tracking hidden crisis in India’s capital from space: implications of unsustainable groundwater use, published in the journal Nature, has found that the rate of land subsidence near Delhi Airport is accelerating rapidly.

During the years 2014–2016, the subsidence was found to be approximately 11cm/year which rose significantly by almost 50% over the next two years to around 17cm/year. The trend remained almost the same during 2018–2019, the study found.

“Of all the areas that are under threat, Kapashera near the airport was the most vulnerable because the subsidence rate is extremely high,” said Shagun Garg, a doctoral researcher in the EPSRC Centre for Doctoral Training in Future Infrastructure and Built Environment: Resilience in a Changing World (FIBER2), who is part of the project team.

“The airport requires stable ground because of the risk of major disruption if there’s significant ground movement,” Garg said. “Kuala Lumpur Airport is an example to understand the implications of land subsidence where crashes on taxiways and water-logging emerged due to soil settlement. Continuous monitoring of Delhi International Airport and its connecting roads is therefore crucial.”

The growing population expansion and urbanisation require an enormous amount of water to satisfy demand. There is a huge gap of 750 million litres a day between the demand and the supply. Millions of residents do not have access to a piped water supply and rely on groundwater for their daily needs. In some places, the water depth is as high as 120m below ground level. The groundwater shortage is further complicated by Delhi’s unchecked urbanisation, which is disrupting the rejuvenation of the city’s aquifers. Concrete and other infrastructure have overtaken the city, blocking rainwater from absorbing into the ground.

Rainwater harvesting is one solution to the problem. Harvesting rainwater will not only bridge the gap between demand and supply, but will also replenish the falling groundwater levels.

“The Central Ground Water Board, the Geological Survey of India, and the Ministry of Urban Affairs need to investigate whether these trends are reversible,” Garg said. “We suggest the government and policymakers should have a detailed understanding of the geophysical properties of the areas undergoing subsidence, and incentivise rainwater harvesting while ensuring strict implementation of laws against illegal mining of groundwater. The building codes in hazard zones should be evaluated and proper measures should be taken.”
The most successful computer ever to come out of the UK celebrates its tenth anniversary this year.

Which is a more brutal environment – a large factory or a child’s bedroom? And what does one have to do with the other?

When alumnus Eben Upton, co-founder of Raspberry Pi, was thinking about what he wanted an ultra-low-cost computer to be, one of the key requirements was that it be durable: able to withstand being tossed into a backpack hundreds of times.

Now, more than a decade later, a computer that was designed in part to withstand the rough and tumble of childhood has also found a home in tens of thousands of industrial applications throughout the world, representing around 40% of its annual sales.

Raspberry Pi has created a whole new class of computing device, transforming the way engineers design control systems in industry, and has become a standard component of intelligent interfacing. Its durability, stability and low price make it ideal for applications including electric vehicle charging, Internet of Things (IoT), or retrofitting factory machinery so that it can be monitored digitally to spot faults that can slow down production.

Today, the $35 credit-card-sized device is the best-selling computer to come out of the UK. Raspberry Pi has also created over 360 jobs, both at the Sony Europe B.V. factory in Pencoed, Wales, where it’s manufactured, and at the Raspberry Pi Foundation, a charity based in Cambridge that promotes the study of basic computer science in schools.

Ten years after the first Raspberry Pi was shipped in 2012, more than 40 million of the devices have been sold worldwide, creating a market worth in excess of $1 billion, plus more in peripherals.

Raspberry Pi wasn’t invented to boost shareholder value or turn its founders into billionaires: it was created as a charity to increase the number and calibre of students applying to study computer science at Cambridge, to give young people access to computing that they could run an operating system like Linux. The aims of the project were highly democratic: the team wanted to make ownership of an accessible and low-cost device available to all, which in turn would open up the world of programming to people from different ages and backgrounds.

The team’s design was eventually realised with just three chips. With the addition of a low-cost keyboard and a TV for display, it can act as a fully functional programmable computer. It can also be networked and used in groups for more advanced students or for industrial use.

At first, Raspberry Pi was manufactured in China, but production was moved to Sony Europe B.V.’s UK Technology Centre (Sony UK TEC) at Pencoed in South Wales in 2012. “The intention was always to make it in the UK,” said Thornton. “We can easily visit the factory and understand what’s going on there, which has been especially useful during the pandemic.”

Almost all of the actual manufacturing of Raspberry Pi is automated; the people who work in the factory mostly monitor and look after the machines. “This automated approach means that Wales is the most cost-effective place in the world to make a Raspberry Pi, with improved throughput and quality,” said Thornton. “We’ve bought goody bags for the UK, while still producing the low-cost computer that was our original vision.”

“We knew from the start that keeping the cost of ownership as low as possible was imperative,” said Sony UK TEC Managing Director Steve Dalton OBE.

From the design of the first prototype in 2006 to 2011, the team worked to satisfy the four requirements. Before the Raspberry Pi, no one had produced a low-cost computer that could run an operating system like Linux. The aims of the project were highly democratic: the team wanted to make ownership of an accessible and low-cost device available to all, which in turn would open up the world of programming to people from different ages and backgrounds.

The team’s design was eventually realised with just three chips. With the addition of a low-cost keyboard and a TV for display, it can act as a fully functional programmable computer. It can also be networked and used in groups for more advanced students or for industrial use.

At first, Raspberry Pi was manufactured in China, but production was moved to Sony Europe B.V.’s UK Technology Centre (Sony UK TEC) at Pencoed in South Wales in 2012. “The intention was always to make it in the UK,” said Thornton. “We can easily visit the factory and understand what’s going on there, which has been especially useful during the pandemic.”

Almost all of the actual manufacturing of Raspberry Pi is automated; the people who work in the factory mostly monitor and look after the machines. “This automated approach means that Wales is the most cost-effective place in the world to make a Raspberry Pi, with improved throughput and quality,” said Thornton. “We’ve bought goody bags for the UK, while still producing the low-cost computer that was our original vision.”

“We knew from the start that keeping the cost of ownership as low as possible was imperative,” said Sony UK TEC Managing Director Steve Dalton OBE.

“This is indeed a challenge with no simple or one-off solution.”

“Finding ways to make our process more efficient today than it was the day before and exploring every aspect of our processes – from small changes in the day-to-day, to major automation projects – allows us to maintain a low manufacturing cost while continuing to grow our team.”

“Raspberry Pi is a British product, created by British engineers, that has found a huge global market,” said Upton. “South Wales has a long tradition of manufacturing, and we are pleased that the success of Raspberry Pi has secured new, skilled jobs in the area. Global success can be transformative within local communities, and we’re proud to be part of that here in Pencoed.”

Another unique aspect of the Raspberry Pi model is that it was set up as a charity: the Raspberry Pi Foundation. “Being set up as a non-profit means we had a different set of drivers than a for-profit company; maybe that’s encouraged us to go harder than we might have done if we’d had a narrow focus on short-term profitability,” said Upton. “But because of the success of the product and the business, the Raspberry Pi Foundation has been able to pursue a range of activities beyond anything we first imagined.”

Written by Sarah Collins

www.raspberrypi.com
How Cambridge adapted roadmapping to help organisations make smarter strategic decisions.

PhD students’ bioelectronics start-up wins enterprise competition

Impact at a glance

• Researchers at the IFM, part of the Department of Engineering, developed roadmapping processes and toolkits to help organisations make better strategic decisions.

• The team has supported businesses and other organisations through more than 500 roadmapping and related projects since 2001.

• Training courses have been delivered to more than 2,000 participants in over 20 countries to enable organisations to develop in-house roadmapping capabilities. Over £15 million in project revenue has been generated.

Phaal recalls: “When we started in around 1998, roadmapping was mostly used in large corporations in very technology-intensive sectors. It wasn’t widely known about but there was a perception that it was a heavyweight tool for heavyweight companies. But we could see that lots of companies didn’t know how to develop roadmaps, partly because big firms weren’t describing how they used them.”

Roadmapping can support decision-making in a wide range of scenarios including new product development processes, strategic annual processes or review points where an organisation has to take decisions about resource allocation.

Phaal and his colleagues started conducting experiments with diverse companies to build an understanding of the concepts that could underpin a generic, agile roadmapping tool. They found that the plethora of tools and processes that were already available to support management decisions often failed to interact consistently, robustly or transparently, and set about trying to overcome this.

Success

IFM’s roadmapping collaborations have facilitated improved business performance and practices, and the adoption of new technologies in an array of primarily UK-based businesses and non-profit organisations.

Much of this work is facilitated by the IFM’s knowledge transfer unit, IFM Engage, through training and consultancy. Through a combination of self-facilitating templates and training, the team helps organisations to develop in-house roadmapping capabilities.

The Future

The team has started to detect growing interest in roadmapping from new sectors, including healthcare, the legal profession, technology ventures and even Higher Education. Phaal says: “It’s exciting when you see methods working in one domain cross over into another. You just need somebody with the imagination to recognise that they have a similar problem and then a clever consultant-facilitator to work roadmapping into that space. Then you can see a real step-change.”

He adds: “Healthcare is wide open to benefit from roadmapping, but also Higher Education where the use of formal management methods is less common. We have started to get traction.”

Phaal remains frustrated by the seeming lack of interest in roadmapping shown by most business schools. He says: “A lot of managers don’t know about roadmapping because of the way their MBAs are orientated. There’s a big gap.”

Phaal is also impatient for governments to stop working in silos and embrace joined-up thinking to tackle systemic problems and, of course, to recognise that roadmapping is the perfect tool to support this kind of enlightened decision-making.

“Now we’re up against the wall with global warming and other problems, we have to start getting smarter. Roadmapping allows the intelligence of people in different positions to be tapped into much more effectively.”

Now we’re up against the wall with global warming and other problems, we have to start getting smarter. Roadmapping allows the intelligence of people in different positions to be tapped into much more effectively.

Written by Tom Almeroth-Williams

Find out more about roadmapping: www.cambridgereadmapping.net

Elise and Ben, who are conducting PhD research in the Department of Engineering’s Bioelectronics Laboratory under the supervision of Professor George Malliaras, are looking to revolutionise healthcare by developing miniaturised sensors that can be implanted into the brain to provide an unparalleled stream of data.

“Bioelectronics is the future of medicine,” says Elise. “It presents new opportunities for diagnosis and treatment of serious medical conditions such as brain cancer and epilepsy – complicated conditions where the development of new drugs are not necessarily improving our ability to treat these conditions.”

Elise’s PhD research is focused on developing devices for the treatment of brain tumours. Ben, meanwhile, is using flexible and stretchable adaptive bioelectronics to sense and stimulate the central nervous system. He takes small, thin, flexible chips that can be injected into the body via a minimally-invasive procedure. Once these chips connect with the body’s central nervous system, they can monitor and relay information that could be used to help design treatments.

“The brain is incredibly powerful and complex, but things go wrong and we need to understand it better,” said Elise.

Together, via Opto Biosystems, Elise and Ben are aiming to deliver a therapeutic device in an outpatient procedure for the first time. The idea is that readings can be taken over an extended period of time, monitoring brain episodes as they happen and tracking brain activity while a person is asleep – with no need for major surgery or an overnight stay in hospital.

The judges of the Wolfson Enterprise Competition were particularly impressed with the way in which the pair had translated their PhD research into a product with practical applications in the real world.

Ben says: “We both work at the cross-section of technology and healthcare. The tools and devices we research in our lab are not intended to be flipped as an academic paper and forgotten about. We are both passionate about moving these exciting technologies from the lab and into the hands of the doctors who can do real good with them.”

Cancer Tech Accelerator

Outside of the competition, the duo have already successfully pitched their device concept to the Cancer Tech Accelerator – a programme set up to support innovative technologies that can advance the early detection, diagnosis, monitoring or treatment of cancer. Elise and Ben are one of seven teams accepted onto phase two of the programme and they have been awarded £70,000 in funding by Cancer Research UK, Roche and the Medical Research Council, to develop a proof of concept.

Elise says: “Bioelectronics is not buzz or hype; it is turning ‘wacky’ concepts into real technologies that can change lives. “I was inspired by the field of bioelectronics early on in my engineering degree, when I began understanding how control systems could be applied to bionic limbs.

“It’s a field that is revolutionising the way we understand and treat diseases.”

Ben says: “Bioelectronic medicine is one of the most exciting spaces in medicine – if not the most exciting – to be working in right now. “Advances in material technologies, computing power and electronics have developed to the point that we are now at, where treatments that were once thought of as science fiction (and still are by many non-scientists) are becoming real. “We are going to see an explosion of treatments enabled by this technology in the near future and to be a part of that is incredible.”

Elise Jenkins and Ben Woodington, co-founders of Opto Biosystems – a start-up aiming to develop miniaturised implants for the brain to help treat serious medical conditions – have won the 2022 Wolfson Enterprise Competition after they successfully pitched their concept to a panel of judges, entrepreneurs and venture capitalists.

Elise says: “It’s exciting when you see methods working in one domain cross over into another. You just need somebody with the imagination to recognise that they have a similar problem and then a clever consultant-facilitator to work roadmapping into that space. Then you can see a real step-change.”

He adds: “Healthcare is wide open to benefit from roadmapping, but also Higher Education where the use of formal management methods is less common. We have started to get traction.”

Phaal remains frustrated by the seeming lack of interest in roadmapping shown by most business schools. He says: “A lot of managers don’t know about roadmapping because of the way their MBAs are orientated. There’s a big gap.”

Phaal is also impatient for governments to stop working in silos and embrace joined-up thinking to tackle systemic problems and, of course, to recognise that roadmapping is the perfect tool to support this kind of enlightened decision-making.

“Now we’re up against the wall with global warming and other problems, we have to start getting smarter. Roadmapping allows the intelligence of people in different positions to be tapped into much more effectively.”

Now we’re up against the wall with global warming and other problems, we have to start getting smarter. Roadmapping allows the intelligence of people in different positions to be tapped into much more effectively.
Study proposes how changes in the neural code unlock brain’s ‘inner learning’

Our brains are highly skilled at learning patterns in the world and making sense of them. The brain continually learns and adapts throughout our lives, and even the neurons supporting learned behaviours, such as the daily walk to work, are constantly changing.

This “representational drift” occurs without any obvious change in behaviour or task performance. Everything seems routine and stable, i.e. you follow the same path to work, make the same plan and take the same steps, but all the while, patterns of neural activity in certain parts of the brain are changing. A new study, published in the journal Neuron, proposes how the brain stays stable despite changes in the neural code.

Cambridge neuroscientists and study co-authors Dr Michael E. Rule and Professor Timothy O’Leary argue that neurons (the cells that make your brain) can help the brain to “watch itself” as it changes, and that internally-generated signals help stable neural populations “learn” how to track the unstable ones. They propose that something similar to “representational drift” may arise from continual learning. “There is a huge unanswered challenge in artificial intelligence, namely the problem of building algorithms that can learn continually without corrupting previously learned knowledge,” he said. “The brain manifestly achieves this, and this work is a step in the direction of finding algorithms that can do the same.”

What we propose are several specific mechanisms that could help make this plasticity compatible with long-term stability through the brain.”

Timothy O’Leary, Professor of Information Engineering and Neuroscience, said the study emphasises the idea that “drift” may arise from continual learning. “There is a huge unanswered challenge in artificial intelligence, namely the problem of building algorithms that can learn continually without corrupting previously learned knowledge,” he said. “The brain manifestly achieves this, and this work is a step in the direction of finding algorithms that can do the same.”

Researchers from the Cambridge Centre for Smart Infrastructure and Construction (CSIC) will join a £7.7 million collaborative project set up to drive new standards for safer, greener, more cost-effective UK infrastructure.

Funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC), the ROSEHIPS (Revolutionising Operational Safety and Economy for High-value Infrastructure using Population-based SHM) project will aim to solve the infrastructure asset management problem in the UK for maintaining our buildings and structures, such as bridges and transport networks, via transformative new research to automate health monitoring.

Instead of expensive scheduled inspections, diagnoses can be provided economically by permanently-installed sensor systems collecting structural data continuously and interpreting it via computer algorithms. Using Population Based Structural Health Monitoring (PBShM), the project will develop machine learning, sensing and Digital Twin technology for automated inference of health for structures in operation now, and drive new standards for safer, greener structures in future.

Led by researchers at the University of Sheffield, the project involves the University of Cambridge, Queen’s University Belfast and the University of Exeter, combining sensor development, machine learning and civil engineering expertise. Key industry partners include Northern Ireland Department for Infrastructure, Translink, Arqiva, Calix (UK) and Siemens Gamesa. The team at CSIC will contribute expertise in data-centric engineering and foundational statistical machine learning in delivering efficient PBShM algorithms. Professor Keith Worden, from the University of Sheffield’s Department of Mechanical Engineering, said: “PBShM is a game-changing idea, emerging in the UK very recently. It has the potential to overcome current technological barriers and transform our ability to automatically infer the condition of a structure, or a network of structures, from sensor data.”

This programme brings together the perfect team, mixing complementary skills in machine learning and advanced data analysis with expertise in new sensor systems and insight into complex infrastructure systems. “The work will be underpinned by experiments using facilities such as the Structural Dynamics Laboratory for Verification and Validation (LVV) at the University of Sheffield to monitor the dynamic response and ‘health’ of structures, such as traffic loading, at full scale or near full scale.

Transformative new research to kick-start the automation of UK infrastructure health monitoring
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Professor to lead the government’s Future of Compute Review

World-leading artificial intelligence (AI) researcher Zoubin Ghahramani, Professor of Information Engineering, will lead a review into the UK’s advanced computing capabilities, launched as part of the government’s new Digital Strategy.

The Future of Compute Review will report to the Chancellor and the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport. The project will look at the UK’s compute needs, develop cost-effective solutions to ensure researchers and industry have what they need to lead the way, and inform a long-term plan for the UK.

“Alistair develop a worldwide reputation for his research at UMIST and Cambridge and had a very supportive programme. He was an early proponent of computer-aided design to support such methods as they were developed. He also had a deep interest in complex-variable theory and spent much of his career looking for suitable generalisations, convinced that these would lead to graphical methods. He developed a worldwide reputation for this work and had a large number of research students, many of whom became well-known professors of Control Engineering.

According to Professor Jan Maciejowski, PhD supervisor, Alistair was a very supportive and encouraging PhD supervisor, who liked to see students going ‘off-piste’ in pursuit of their own ideas, always being in criticalising such ventures without being discouraging.”

Read the full obituary at: bl.ly/SBTH7hX

The winning entries of the Department’s 2020-21 ZEISS Photography Competition

Striking imagery and video that encourages you to look at engineering through an artistic lens has won its creators prizes in the Department’s 2020-21 Photography Competition, sponsored by ZEISS (Scanning electron microscopy division).

First Prize was awarded to PhD student Aoife Gregg, who is part of the EPSPRC in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (NanoDTG) at the University of Cambridge, for her image titled Honeycombs of carbon nanotubes.

“ar image, taken using a scanning electron microscope, shows forests of vertically-aligned carbon nanotubes which have been grown into the shape of hexagonal pillars with inner pores in a honeycomb pattern,” she said.

Second Prize was awarded to Iek Man Lei for his image titled A suspended Christmas tree. At the time of entering the competition, Iek was a PhD student in the Biointerface Research Group at Cambridge.

“Ike said: “My photo shows a suspended ‘Christmas tree’ printed in a support bath. The experiment was performed with a laboratory-built 3D robotic bioprinter that I developed during my PhD. The setup enables fabrication of soft materials, transforming them into 3D functional structures.”

Third Prize was awarded to PhD student Eftychia Dichorou, who is part of the Department’s Structures Research Group, for her high-speed camera footage titled Collapse of a thin mortar scale-model vault under dynamic seismic loads in slow motion.

Eftychia said: “The video showed the collapse of two thin mortar scale-model vaults, as they were captured, during their harmonic shaking in the centrifuge. The high-speed camera, equipped for the tests, captured a photographic sequence which revealed the entire structural response, starting from the formation and propagation of cracking to the collapse of the structures.”

The Microscopy Prize was awarded to Research Associate Dr Nahimi Fox, who is from the Institute for Manufacturing (IfM), part of the Department of Engineering, for her image titled Meshing drug delivery with technology, for sensing ultra-fine particles that are emitted from various sources such as exhaust plumes in aircraft engines, diesel engines or automobile exhausts, industrial emissions, dust and smoke. My microscopic image shows a silicon MEMS resonator designed and fabricated as such that it will be highly sensitive to nano-sized particles when used as mass sensors.”

The panel of judges included Allan McBribe, Professor of Structural Engineering; Stephen Furzeland from ZEISS; Professor Richard Prager, Head of Department; and Philip Guildford, Chief Operating Officer.

View all of the Competition entries at: www.eng.cam.ac.uk/Flickr

Sir Alistair MacFarlane died on 2 November 2021. He was Professor of Engineering at Cambridge from 1974-89 and a Fellow of Selwyn College, then Vice-Master in 1980.

Sir Alistair MacFarlane CBE FRS FREng FRSE 1931-2021

Alistair was elected in 1974 to Chair of Engineering at Cambridge, and became Head of the newly-formed Control and Management Systems Division. Alistair’s mission was to extend the frequency domain techniques for the analysis and design of feedback amplifiers and servomechanisms, which had been pioneered principally by Bode and Nyquist in the 1930s, to more general and complex control systems. The particular challenge was multivariable systems, in which several interacting quantities need to be controlled simultaneously. He was convinced that existing graphical methods had to be generalised if such systems were to be tackled routinely by engineers, and he was an early proponent of computer-aided design to support such methods as they were developed. He also had a deep interest in complex-variable theory and spent much of his career looking for suitable generalisations, convinced that these would lead to graphical methods.

He developed a worldwide reputation for this work and had a large number of research students, many of whom became well-known professors of Control Engineering. According to Professor Jan Maciejowski, PhD supervisor, Alistair was a very supportive and encouraging PhD supervisor, who liked to see students going ‘off-piste’ in pursuit of their own ideas, always being in criticalising such ventures without being discouraging.”

The Future of Compute Review will report to the Chancellor and the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport. The project will look at the UK’s compute needs, develop cost-effective solutions to ensure researchers and industry have what they need to lead the way, and inform a long-term plan for the UK.

The particular challenge was multivariable systems, in which several interacting quantities need to be controlled simultaneously. He was convinced that existing graphical methods had to be generalised if such systems were to be tackled routinely by engineers, and he was an early proponent of computer-aided design to support such methods as they were developed. He also had a deep interest in complex-variable theory and spent much of his career looking for suitable generalisations, convinced that these would lead to graphical methods.

He developed a worldwide reputation for this work and had a large number of research students, many of whom became well-known professors of Control Engineering. According to Professor Jan Maciejowski, PhD supervisor, Alistair was a very supportive and encouraging PhD supervisor, who liked to see students going ‘off-piste’ in pursuit of their own ideas, always being in criticalising such ventures without being discouraging.”

The Future of Compute Review will report to the Chancellor and the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport. The project will look at the UK’s compute needs, develop cost-effective solutions to ensure researchers and industry have what they need to lead the way, and inform a long-term plan for the UK.
Cambridge engineers will join mathematicians and medical physics experts in a new five-year research programme looking at radiation transport modelling, bringing together the most modern theories and practical application needs in energy, space and health.

Radiation transport modelling sits at the heart of the design, regulation and operation of some of the most important nuclear technologies for the 21st century. These include the building of new fission and fusion reactors, decommissioning old ones, cancer diagnostics and therapy, and opening up new possibilities in space technologies through, for example, the development of mini reactors as a power source or designing cosmic radiation shielding for space exploration missions.

The £7 million EPSRC-funded programme titled Mathematical Theory of Radiation: Nuclear Technology Frontiers (MaThRad), is being led by the University of Cambridge, University of Bath and the NHS, and involves 26 partners from industry, academia, national labs and international organisations. Postdocs also benefit from six-month internships with industrial partners. Accurate prediction of how radiation interacts with surrounding matter is based on modelling, with many of the existing methods dating back decades. But now, through the MaThRad programme, a new generation of researchers will work at the interface of nuclear engineering and theoretical mathematics communities to revive the much-needed research in the area of radiation transport, at a time when the world struggles with issues of climate change and security of energy supply.

“This programme offers a unique opportunity to bring together the nuclear engineering and theoretical mathematics communities to revive the much-needed research in the area of radiation transport, at a time when the world struggles with issues of climate change and security of energy supply.”

Professor Eugene Shwageraus

The £200bn annual opportunity for energy sector to deliver energy savings

The UK’s legal commitment to zero emissions by 2050 requires substantial growth in renewable electricity generation, but rapidly expanding demand is still likely to exceed supply.

The government’s ‘Review of Electricity Market Arrangements’ (REMA), focusing on electricity supply, was published in July 2022. UK FIRES published a report earlier this year, titled Energy Sector Innovation within Absolute Zero detailing the even greater scale of opportunity for energy sector innovation on the demand side.

Where new installation of renewable supply is expected to be worth up to £33bn per year, demand side innovation could be worth nearly ten times more, up to £200bn per year, through a combination of new approaches to delivering energy efficiency, electrification of existing fossil-fuelled equipment, innovations that support time-shifting demand and decommissioning old assets.

Professor Julian Allwood said: “The government’s targets to deliver zero emissions are excellent, and essential if we’re to avoid the catastrophic consequences of this summer’s temperature increases becoming normal. Government policy to date has been heavily weighted towards the supply of zero emissions energy, but we won’t have as much of it as we want. What this report celebrates is the huge and largely unnoticed opportunity for business growth in delivering the products and services of energy saving.”

UK FIRES, a collaboration between the universities of Cambridge, Oxford, Nottingham, Bath and Imperial College London and is funded by EPSRC.

Government policy to date has been heavily weighted towards the supply of zero emissions energy, but we won’t have as much of it as we want. What this report celebrates is the huge and largely unnoticed opportunity for business growth in delivering the products and services of energy saving.

Professor Julian Allwood

Read the report at: ukfres.org/energy-sector-within-absolute-zero/


Lyndie will analyse motion patterns and detect abnormalities to help with injury diagnosis, treatment and monitoring. Here, she reveals more about her research, as part of our Women in Engineering series.

I have a family history of knee injuries and this definitely influenced my decision to study knees. When I was around 13 years old, my brother had knee surgery and I was fascinated by his doctor’s explanation for what was causing his problems. I ended up using some PVC pipes, bottle caps and rubber bands to build some models and test what was happening. At the time, I did not know that counted as engineering or even what engineering was, but I had a lot of fun doing it!

I injured my own knee when a giant hamster wheel fell on top of me. It happened during a class activity at MIT Physical Sciences – where I was studying mechanical engineering. This incident fuelled my passion for studying medical challenges from a mechanical perspective. I love being able to use mechanics to break things down and understand what is actually causing a medical issue. For me, it is like solving a mechanics puzzle.

You can gain valuable information about someone’s health just from monitoring the way in which that person moves and walks. Walking requires the brain, spinal cord, bones, muscles and other tissues to work together in order to move properly. If something is wrong in one or more of these components, then it can affect how we walk in noticeable ways. Studying the changes in someone’s gait can help determine where and why a problem is occurring. Once we know why something is happening, we can then use mechanical modelling to explore how different changes would affect the gait and thus find the ideal treatment for it.

I have always loved dogs. When I was discussing project ideas with my supervisor Professor Michael Sutcliffe, he mentioned that he wanted to collaborate more with the Cambridge Veterinary School. So, under the supervision of Professor Matthew Juniper from the Department of Veterinary Medicine, I took up the exciting opportunity to work with dogs and research ways to help them.

I ultimately chose to focus on studying knees for my PhD research because they are structurally quite similar in both dogs and humans. I am focusing on increasing the availability of gait analysis for injury diagnosis, treatment and monitoring in both species.

Studying differences between dog breeds can provide insights into some of the natural diversity among humans – something that is often overlooked in medical research data. My research combines portable low-cost imaging techniques with biomechanical modelling to analyse motion patterns, detect abnormalities and identify specific knee injuries in humans and dogs. This method of gait analysis has the potential to enable GPs, phytotherapists and other medical professionals to assess patient gait without the need for referral to specialists, expensive, and often overwhelming, gait clinics. This can help speed up assessments, reduce patient backlogs and enable at-home monitoring of patients as they recover from injuries, ensuring that they stay on track for a normal recovery.

**Believe to achieve**

The first woman in my neighbourhood who had a STEM career moved there when I was 16. She was also the first woman I met who had a PhD. Meeting her inspired me to believe I could do what I loved, even if many other people told me it was not possible.

As I pursue a PhD and academic career in biomechanics, I want to continue mentoring and inspiring more gender minorities to pursue their dreams in STEM fields. During my undergraduate degree, I worked as a teaching assistant for several courses and as a tutor for a programme that introduced teenage gender minorities to engineering. I loved working with students and seeing them learn and understand new things. I now supervise second-year undergraduates at Cambridge.

To gender minorities interested in engineering, my advice is: believe you can do it. Find mentors and role models who inspire you and help you to keep going, even when others seem to be trying to stop you. I do not want anyone to be discouraged from engineering because they do not think they can do it. If you are interested in it and find the right people to help you with it, you can make it happen!

**Honours, awards and prizes**

**Social Impact Award winner**

Undergraduate Nandini Shrikar has been announced a winner of the Vice-Chancellor’s Social Impact Awards 2021/22.

The Awards recognise and celebrate exceptional achievement in social impact amongst University of Cambridge students. Nandini is the founder of the Cambridge Existential Risks Initiative (CERI) – a network of academics and students at Cambridge and beyond, working to mitigate risks that threaten the future of humanity. CERI, which began life in Nandini’s bedroom, has now grown to a team of 12 working on various projects.

**Fellow of the Royal Society**

Roberto Cipolla FRS, Professor of Information Engineering, has been elected a Fellow of the Royal Society for his exceptional contributions to science.

Professor Cipolla is distinguished for his research in computer vision and his contributions to the reconstruction, registration and recognition of three-dimensional objects from images. These include novel algorithms for the recovery of accurate 3D shape, visual localisation and semantic segmentation and their translation into commercial products.

**American Physical Society Fellow**

Professor Matthew Juniper has been elected a Fellow of the American Physical Society.

His research is in the broad area of fluid dynamics and thermodynamics. Recent applications in his group include magnetic resonance velocimetry, gas turbine engines, cyclonic vacuum cleaners and inkjet printers. He uses physics-based statistical learning to develop quantitatively accurate physics-based models of an application and then uses adjoint-based optimisation to improve their designs. For example, these methods improve the speed and accuracy of magnetic resonance velocimetry by a factor of 100.

**Queen’s Birthday Honours 2022**

Professor Stephen Young (pictured left) and Dr Adrian Weller have been recognised in the Queen’s Birthday Honours 2022.

Emeritus Professor Stephen Young has been made a Commander of the Order of the British Empire (CBE) for services to software engineering. His research interests lie in the area of spoken language systems, including speech recognition, speech synthesis and dialogue management.

Dr Adrian Weller has been made a Member of the Order of the British Empire (MBE) for services to digital innovation.

“I hope I can encourage more people to get involved as we try together to design, develop and deploy trustworthy technologies that benefit individuals and society,” he said.

**IEEE Cledo Brunetti Award**

Emeritus Professor John Robertson’s outstanding contributions to nanotechnology have been recognised with the 2023 IEEE Cledo Brunetti Award. He is an expert in electronic materials and has contributed to the production and development of electronic devices. He has undertaken seminal work to develop industrially valuable electronic materials such as HfO₂ (Hafnium dioxide).

His prediction of the conduction band offset of HfO₂ allowed it to replace SiO₂ (Silicon dioxide) as the gate oxide in complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) transistors, and so to continue CMOS scaling. His further work on its defects and interfaces with metals allowed its successful implementation.
Welcome to Andrzej’s world of computer-generated holography

Holographic displays have the power to stop you in your tracks, projecting realistic three-dimensional digital content that floats right in front of your eyes. It is a visual experience that is transforming the way we view, interact and connect with the world around us, says alumnus Andrzej Kaczorowski.

VividQ, the start-up Andrzej co-founded following his PhD, is delivering these types of realistic and immersive visual experiences to next-generation digital displays. Here Andrzej reveals more about the VividQ story.

I am a technologist and inventor at heart. Bringing inventions to life is a deeply rewarding experience. I love the whole process, from brainstorming and coming up with an idea to creating the first working prototype that demonstrates functionality not achieved before.

The operation of complex devices and systems has fascinated me from a young age. I was fascinated by the inner workings of all the objects surrounding me. That passion was quite unfortunate for my parents, who would often find various household appliances taken to bits. I was successful at taking them apart, but not always at putting them back together. Quite early on, I started showing interest in maths and physics and at the age of 13 began my journey with computer programming. While in high school, my physics teacher encouraged me to explore the topic on my own and I started spending hours in the little school lab. This also motivated my choice of a degree, a BSc in Physics with Computer Science at King’s College London. I finished in the top three of the year. Later on, I pursued the Master of Research (MRes) and a PhD in Photonic Systems Development from the University of Cambridge.

My PhD laid the groundwork on which VividQ was founded. While in Cambridge, I specialised in computer-generated holography for displays, a topic that brought together multiple passions of mine: programming, computer graphics, digital cameras, automation and algorithm design. My research explored the ways in which computer-generated holography can be improved and implemented in realistic devices such as pico projectors, optical lithography devices and mixed reality headsets. This included improving the quality of the image itself, speeding up the computation of holograms and correcting optical imperfections in the software. During this time, I demonstrated the first real-time high quality holographic projections on off-the-shelf Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), while under the supervision of Professor Tim Wilkinson. Despite the fact that GPUs were developed specifically for computer graphics, researchers like myself learnt to hijack their power for scientific computation. The method I developed in my research offered hologram generation of up to three orders of magnitude faster than the standard method. Towards the end of my degree, I met my co-founders Dr Darran Milne and Tom Durrant. We were shortly joined by Dr Roman Pechhacker, Aleksandra Pedraszewska (who I know from the Polish Society) and Dr SJ Senanayake, my PhD colleague who I recommended as a great addition to the team. Together, we gave birth to what would then become VividQ.

VividQ is a deep-tech company that is on the path to revolutionising display technology. Our software and IP enables the integration of holographic displays into Augmented Reality (AR), Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs), Head-Up Displays (HUDs) and consumer electronics. Since its inception in 2017, VividQ has grown from six co-founders to 50 full-time employees. In 2021, we closed a new funding round of £11M to showcase holography in consumer applications for the first time.

This year, VividQ has a line-up of exciting advancements. In 2022, we launched our VividQ Alpha Program – joint-development projects to productise next-generation gaming HMDs alongside industry partners. We will also continue our prototyping of holographic automotive HUDs and consumer electronic devices. In the future, holography will power all displays and unlock immersive, visual experiences in the Metaverse.